ACCESSIBILITY CODE COMPLIANT SERIES
Customize any AKER Outlook plus unit to best suit your desire for comfort and security with our comprehensive
selection of code compliant packages, options and accessories. Options are factory-installed on the units;
whereas accessories are sold separately and therefore, can be ordered after the product is installed.
Consult product pages for the available options and accessories for each of our products.

PACKAGE COMPONENTS
Grab Bars
1

2

3

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
Curtain Rod

AKER’s Outlook plus textured stainless steel grab
bars feature an easy to clean smooth surface.
Straight1 , L-shaped2 or U-shaped3, in multiple
dimensions, there is one for every need. All grab
bars are 1 1/ 4” in diameter, securely bolted through
the wall, and are designed and tested to withstand
up to 300 lb of pressure as per major accessibility
building codes.

Phenolic Fold-Up Shower Seat

Chrome curtain
rod is factory
installed.
A white vinyl
shower curtain is
sold separately.

Soap Dish
Functional
recessed chrome
soap dish for
added storage
space.

AKER’s Outlook plus L-shaped fold-up seat is made
with stainless steel frames and white Phenolic seat
tops. Phenolic is a high quality material that is smooth
and non-porous, easy to clean and does not retain
bacteria. This fold-up seat virtually disappears in the
shower when you don’t need it, but is accessible when
you do. All seats are designed and tested to withstand
300 lb load capacity.

Phenolic Removable Tub Shower Seat

Shower Curtain

AKER’s Outlook plus rectangular shaped removable
seat is made with stainless steel frames and white
Phenolic seat tops. Phenolic is a high quality
material that is smooth and non-porous, easy to
clean and does not retain bacteria. The seat can
be placed on the tub for safe and secure transfers
or completely removed when not required to
optimize space. All seats are designed and tested
to withstand 300 lb load capacity.

White anti-bacterial
vinyl curtain with
stainless steel
hooks.

Shower Drain

Faucet Kit
Optimize your shower experience with the Outlook
plus Code Compliant faucet kit available in chrome
finish. The kit includes a pressure balance mixing
valve, a hand-held shower, a slide bar and a 60''
flexible hose.

Functional
solid brass
shower drain
with chrome
stainless
steel grid.
Quick caulk-seal
feature.

